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Ye s I C a n

ACCELERATE is all about speed, speed in exibility, speed in changing self, speed in creativity and
innovation, speed in implementation and speed in forgiveness and letting go of the past!
If we don't let go o the past, the past will drag us and then the possibility of speed decreases! People who
are stuck in the past, miss out on the beauty of the present and the possibility of the future!
Transformation and even a change begins with 'Willingness', willingness to go beyond the temporary
barrier and pain to achieve the best in Life. People who are not willing to go through the temporary
discomfort will not be able to achieve the long term pleasures in Life.
Ask yourself - What is your goal? What are the temporary pain areas you must be willing to go through to
achieve the pleasures?
Anything that you start will have a lot of initial e orts that you have to put in, but then it becomes
e ortless. Keep challenging and move ahead. Challenge yourself before the environment starts
challenging! Both will make you change but one is Inspiration and the other is Desperation!
Will and Will Power Everything starts with willingness, then comes the need for power and the power
comes with 'Reasons' and Beliefs that support it! e stronger the 'reason' the higher is the power, the
stronger the belief the higher is the power!!! Power can also be generated with the right environment! e
more powerful the environment, the more power your will gets!!!!

Environment is very crucial for a great journey.
Environment consists of
1.People with whom you spend maximum time. What do you talk about? What are your emotions
normally when you are with them? Is it helping you achieve your goals or is it pulling you back? We only
have 2 options rst choice is to in uence them to make them also positive, but if you fail you have to
choose to spend more time with optimistic people as they will make your journey e ortless!!!!
2. Activities that we do on a daily basis reading, watching TV etc. What do we read, what do we watch?
3. Rules Create rules for self and others in such a way that the rules create behaviors that will help you
achieve your goals e ortlessly!
PURPOSE It can create magic! By being conscious about our PURPOSE before important
conversations, meetings and important things it can change our focus and help us achieve great
heights in Life.
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Success is a relative term and would be a continuous journey. It's all about competing with Self and learning
from others.
To change behaviors, change perceptions and beliefs. e challenge is to change our perceptions and beliefs
'regardless' of the past experience! is is important as the Belief creates the experience rather than the
thought that the experience creates the Belief!
e only thing that you need to conquer is your inner resistance!
rather than against you!

e thermostat needs to be working for you

Every relationship has an expiry date, don't spend time in things that do not matter with people who matter!!!
Cherish your relationship, have the right purpose, change your perceptions and beat the thermostat to
experience what you are truly born for A life at its highest potential format!!!

TO DO:1. Paste your Goals and Milestones in your bedroom so that the visual scripts your mind this works at a level
of conscious and subconscious
2. Have a coach the coach will help you think and envision your beyond. Its worth the investment
3. Spend time in reading books and materials that give additional insights and knowledge there is enough to
learn till our last breath
4. Be a part of a group/culture/community that helps you think better and grow all aspects of your Life
5. Set reminders in your cell phone for all the important points as the mind can easily get occupied with the
regular work and avoid the change!
6. Keep a daily log and just write the positive things that happened during the day + learning + insights
7. Create an audio of 20 -50 powerful beliefs and listen to it in the morning and night time this will help you
script your mind. You can get my accelerate product from www.harrishsairaman.com or create your own
audio or search for some on you tube or internet! e point is to do it!!!!
8. Create Rules and allow the rules to make the journey e ortless. Make a group that is committed to taking
the business/work to a level that has never happened before!
9. Connect with me on Facebook and subscribe to my you tube channel as soon as possible before the
resistance takes over!!! ey are all just learnings and keep in touch and keep asking me whenever you seek for
answers! I am willing to be in touch with you till my last breath as that is one of my Life purpose!
10. Always remember, you deserve to live a great 'Peak Performance' successful Life. Its now time to transcend
to the NEXT DIMENSION in LIFE!!!
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